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Subject-Verb 
 Singular to Plural

Change each sentence below so that it has a plural subject instead of a singular subject.
Make sure your subjects and verbs still agree!

1. The pillow falls directly on the cat's head.

2. The cat keeps sleeping.

3. The rat throws a party on the subway tracks.

4. The mouse wants to join the rat's party.

5. The girl tries to open the front door.

6. The door to her apartment seems glued shut!
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 Plural to Singular
Change each sentence below so that it has a singular subject instead of a plural subject.
Make sure your subjects and verbs still agree!

1. The very hungry alligators try to catch some food by staying very quiet.

2. The noisy boats wake up all the animals in the swamp.

3. The storms bring heavy winds and snow in December.

4. The schools close because of frozen pipes.

5. The children go to the hill to build snowmen.

6. Mugs of hot chocolate wait for them when they come home.
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 Find and Fix Five
The paragraph below contains five errors in subject-verb agreement. Find and underline
them. Then correct them on the lines below.

Sammy and Tamara look at each other, nod and head outside. Right away, the rain 
begins soaking through to their bones. "Why are we doing this again?" Sammy asks. She 
have to yell over the loud wind. "Because we promised!" Tamara try to yell back. "What?" 
says Sammy. "Can you speaks louder?" The girls laughs. And then, their umbrellas 
snaps closed from a sudden gust. "Maybe we should wait this out inside," Tamara says. 
They run back and stays by the window to watch the storm. An hour later, with the sun 
shining, they again try to bring their grandmother a basketful of food.
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